
worktops, splashbacks and upstands exclusively manufactured by

jointing   I   sealing   I bonding   I   finishing

colour matched worktop sealant

worktop joints 
guaranteed for  

three years

A WILSONART COMPANY 

one job   I   one cartridge   I    3 year guarantee!

With Complete all worktop joints are guaranteed for 3 years* against moisture ingress and 
expansion. Get the benefit of total peace of mind on Bushboard worktop installations.

• 290ml cartridges available in 18 colour ways
• Advanced formulation for superb results
• Easy and flexible to work with for bonding, sealing and finishing
• Colours to suit over 100 designs
• Cartridges suit a mastic gun
• 290ml - approximately 20 linear metres at a 5mm bead or 9 joints 

Ice White

Slate Grey

Jet Black

Silver Grey

Ash Grey

Pewter Grey

Aqua

Mushroom

Fudge

Vanilla

Chocolate

Basalt Grey

Ivory

Oatmeal

Toffee

Chestnut

Olive Green

Cherry Red
* This 3 year guarantee applies only to Bushboard Omega and Options worksurfaces when installed in residential environments and 
which have been subject to fair wear and tear. Complete must be used in accordance with our recommended installation  
instructions. A proof of purchase for adhesive and worksurfaces will be required in the event of a query.

For full details contact our Customer Support Team on 01933 232 272 
or email us at help@bushboard.co.uk 
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user guide

Finishing 
Consider masking the area to be finished 
with a good quality masking tape to  
produce a neat straight edge. 

Hold the nozzle at a 45º angle and apply 
an even bead along the area to be  
finished. Shaping of the bead is possible 
using a specialist smoothing tool, or  
simply using a rubber gloved finger  
dipped in white spirit. Do not use water or 
other solvents.

Once satisfied with the final finish any 
masking tape should be peeled away 
immediately.

Clean away any spillage with a clean wipe 
moistened with white spirit. Do not use 
water or other solvents.

Allow to cure for 24 hours before use. 

Aftercare 
Complete is designed to produce strong 
waterproof joints. However, it is advised that 
the home owner takes care with heat  
radiating appliances or excess moisture. Do 
not site kettles, toasters, deep fat fryers or 
other heat generating small appliances over 
joints. Wipe up and dry all spills immediately.  
Taking good care of your worksurfaces will 
ensure they give many years’ service.

Apply a continuous 5mm diameter bead 
around the border of one cut edge, 5mm 
in from the bottom and top faces following 
the profile and completing a loop. Do not 
reduce the amount of adhesive 
recommended.

Insert the connector bolts and tighten 
to the nip point, ensuring that Complete 
squeezes out around the entire joint 
including the bottom face. Check the 
joint is level, adjusting as necessary using 
a rubber mallet. Fully tighten the bolts a 
maximum of two full turns past the nip 
point.

Using a soft plastic or laminate  
scraper, remove excess adhesive  
avoiding smears. Take care not to scratch 
the surface particularly with gloss finish 
worktops.

Moisten a clean, lint-free cloth with white 
spirit and carefully remove the residue, 
wiping at 90º across the joint to avoid 
removing adhesive before the joint cures.

Do not wipe down with water or any other 
solvents and allow 24 hours for the joint to 
fully cure before using. 
 

Sealing 
For all areas where raw chipboard has 
been exposed, such as sink cut-outs, 
spread a bead of Complete using a  
spatula ensuring total coverage.  

To seal a worktop to a wall apply a  
generous bead of Complete along the 
back edge of the worksurface ensuring 
there are no gaps. Smooth the bead  
using a spatula or use a rubber gloved 
finger dipped in white spirit.

Jointing 
Preparation 
Ensure all surfaces are cut accurately, 
clean, dry and completely free of dust.
Well cut joints which fit tightly will ensure 
an inconspicuous finish.

Biscuits will ensure strong level joints. 
Always use connector bolts to assure 
strength. Cut bolt slots using a jig and 
hand router. They should be no deeper 
than 25mm from the rear face. 20mm 
deep on 30mm worksurfaces and 18mm 
deep on 22mm worksurfaces providing 
you are using Bushboard slimline bolts.

Assembly 
Complete has a joint open time of 10-15 
minutes allowing more time to make 
adjustments. 

Bonding 
Upstands and splashbacks 
Ensure that all surfaces are fully dry, dust 
free and stable before bonding. 

Apply three beads of Complete along the 
length of the upstand and dot and dab 
Complete to the back of the  
splashbacks, a generous seating bead 
along the bottom raw edges sufficient to 
ensure it is totally sealed against  
moisture ingress.

Clean away any excess with a clean wipe 
moistened with white spirit.  Do not use 
water or other solvents. 

Allow to cure for 24 hours before use.


